
03/12/2012
I worked on the song lyrics today. I wanted to give the lyrics a personal note and 
have the character continue to look at himself and try to deal with taking the first 
step out the current situation of being complacent, fearful, etc.

I also want the character to have compassion with anyone else who feels the same 
plight and show that he is willing to help them, but this is a secondary cause. The 
character must first wake up to do any waking of others, like on the airplane, put 
your oxygen mask on first then you can help someone else who may be having trouble 
with theirs.

I fight between leaving room in the song for space between lyrics, but at the same 
time I want it to say the right things too. I also fight with the smooth melody and 
the major chord progress. I don't want it to sound too happy, but at the same time I 
want to portray that the character is pretty satisfied with his current situation. 
There should only be some areas of trouble at this point as he is just trying to 
understand why he has stayed here for so long. He realizes that he has been 
distracted? Is this the way it is for everyone else? He somehow sees that everyone 
is oblivious to the situation. He wants to know why it is this way? He begins to 
question? 

What wakes him up?

3/13/12
I tried playing around with bridge or break alternatives and came up with a couple 
of ideas. Still nothing that feels exactly right. I am also playing around with 
delays for the guitar and vocals. I don't want to over do it, but it is a cave or 
cavern type of environment.

I took some time to work on other angles of the animation. I times the process and 
found out that working on the walk cycle, just the figure with no background takes 
about twenty minutes per four frames. I make sure each cycle is complete in 30 
seconds at 15 frames per second. This means that completing each walk cycle takes 
about 2.5 hours assuming that there are no problems. There are always problems. 

3/14/12
I have run into a wall about thinking of sounds that would works for bass and other 
instruments at the moment and have decided to go ahead and build the song with 
regular instruments and then if I come across what I am looking for later then try 
to substitute or mix them in. Sitting here and thinking isn't going anywhere. Do 
what I know and develop as I go.

I am still trying to set a bridge or break of some type in the song.
I am still trying to nail down how I want the lyrics to go.
I am using my voyage-air guitar for this recording.

3/15/12
I spent time this evening working on revising the lyrics of the song, Wake Up. I 
messed around with keeping things on a more individual level and tried to keep it 



from becoming directed outwards. 

3/16/12
I tried developing a break in the melody of the song today.
I spent the evening looking into propaganda posters. I thought that it would be 
interesting what a propaganda poster would be like if the people were printing them 
for the government to read. Some of the phrases I came up with were: Save the Jobs! 
Citizens Need Them?; of - by - for - who?; Long Live the Citizens!
I also thought up some poster ideas for the album where keeping your mind protected 
from the environment is taught and practiced. The ruling set there might produces 
these: In Your Best Interest, Protect your mind!; If you leave your mind open, 
something may get in!; In the box, your mind is safe; Stay in the safety zone! 
Protect, protect, protect!; Protect your mind, fear everything!;  I am going to keep 
working on these for a while.

3/17/12
I worked on a propaganda poster today using "Play It Safe! A Closed Mind Is A Safe 
Mind. Keep It Sealed". These are ideas for the album and for live performance.

3/18/12
Continued work on another poster. 

3/19/12
I received feedback from my Andrea. Read it several times and made notes for what to 
address.

3/20/12
I worked on establishing a story for the Luff story.

3/21/12
I put up a new post on aegisbox. Worked on wake up a bit. decided to set up a new 
file and begin working on the song for real. decided on a break piece in the middle. 
worked on the animation some.

3/22/12
Thought up an idea for a game that would have characters try to escape from inside a 
dungeon, etc. Forces would try to affect their choices in their effort to get out. 
It would become an exercise in choosing the right combinations of things to help 
them get free versus winning.

3/23/12
Worked on the song. I decided to do a normal version first then go back and try to 
work the sounds into it in a blended way. Revised the lyrics more.

3/24/12
hmmm. I didn't get much done today.

3/25/12
Worked on the game.



3/26/12
Wrote more on the Luff story.

3/27/12
I set up the propaganda posters for the packet.

3/28/12
I wanted to finish a writing on Discipline and Punish, but I still need to organize 
more with this one. I may not get this done in time. I worked on the finishing 
touches of the song Wake Up (take 3) Re-recorded bass, vocals and acoustic several 
times. This one is closer.
3/29/12
I updated the sounds in the song wake up. Set up the drips and clock ticking to 
merge in and out of the music. Set up the ending. Rough adjusted the mix and bounced 
to mp3.

3/30/12
I revised the Century of the Self writing. I am still not happy with how it is 
written. I revised some small things in the Luff story. Due to time getting away 
from me I decided not to include the bibliography this time. I need to organize it 
better. I will update all bibliography in packet three. It will be a long one. 

4/1/12
I spent a great deal of time today working on finishing touches for packet 2. I 
updated my animations page. I updated the Wake Up post with new lyrics and a third 
take of the song. I completed the table of contents and added a few changes to some 
of the writing in the packet and submitted. Whew. That feels better.


